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Abstract 

 

The purpose of this report is to document the Proceedings of the Third Model Validation for 

Propulsion (MVP) Workshop which was held at the 2019 AIAA SciTech Forum from January 6 - 

9 in San Diego, California.  The Model Validation for Propulsion Workshop is an open forum 

bringing together researchers and modelers to help improve our understanding and capabilities of 

modeling turbulent reacting flows in relevant aerospace propulsion systems.  The main MVP 3 

Workshop session was held on Sunday, January 6, 2019, and was attended by approximately 30 

researchers.  There were ten technical presentations during this session representing contributions 

from eleven organizations. This session focused on the Volvo and AFRL bluff-body premixed 

flame validation cases.  Some of the researchers submitted related technical papers to the AIAA 

SciTech forum and presented this material on Monday, January 7, 2019, resulting in an additional 

five presentations.  An invited panel session on potential unit physics cases for future MVP 

workshops was conducted on Wednesday, January 9, 2019.  These proceedings summarize the 

objectives, final program, discussion topics, and conclusions for the MVP 3 Workshop.  These 

proceedings and further information are available on the MVP Workshop website: 

https://community.apan.org/wg/afrlcg/mvpws 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Objectives of MVP Workshop Series 

 

The Model Validation for Propulsion Workshop is an open forum bringing together researchers 

and modelers to help improve our understanding and capabilities of modeling turbulent reacting 

flows in relevant aerospace propulsion systems.  The objectives of the MVP Workshop series 

include the following: 

 Define and evaluate procedures/metrics for grid convergence for reacting LES and quantify 

numerical error. 

 Evaluate performance of physics models for combustion, turbulence and turbulent 

combustion closures. 

 Identify the requisite data for validation of reacting LES. 

 Identify fundamental gaps in current knowledge of reacting LES models to inform basic 

research programs. 

 Use data and comparisons to guide the development of improved models. 

 

Organizing Committee for the MVP Workshop Series 

 

The organizing committee for the MVP Workshop series consists of the following members: 

 Adam Comer, University of Michigan 

 Matthias Ihme, Stanford University 

 Chiping Li, Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

 Suresh Menon, Georgia Institute of Technology 

 Joseph Oefelein, Georgia Institute of Technology 

 Brent Rankin, Air Force Research Laboratory 

 Vaidyanathan Sankaran, United Technologies Research Center 

 Venkateswaran Sankaran, Air Force Research Laboratory 

 

Objectives of MVP 3 Workshop 

 

Technical presentations featuring simulations of the Volvo and AFRL bluff body test cases were 

solicited. To align MVP 3 with the workshop series goals, the following topics were proposed as 

focus areas for technical presentations:  

 Grid Convergence – Participants were encouraged to pursue novel methods for producing 

grid independent results and required to show some quantification of the sensitivity of the 

results to grid resolution. 

 Explicit Filtering – The application and development of explicit filtering to separate 

physical model errors from numerical errors and to enable more definitive statements about 

model accuracy were requested.  

 High-Order Methods – The demonstration of higher-order methods and their potential 

merits on the provided test cases were encouraged. A desired outcome was to gain insights 
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into the impact of these methods on grid convergence and computational cost for a 

specified level of accuracy.  

 Unsteady Metrics – The application of unsteady metrics and techniques (e.g., POD, DMD, 

Lyapunov exponent, etc.) to the MVP validation cases was highly encouraged and 

proposed as a means of helping identify metrics for future workshop guidance.  

 Unit Physics Problems – Participants were presented with the option to propose unit 

physics problems for future workshops and link those problems to the current bluff body 

cases.  

 Sensitivity Analyses – To aid in the identification of the largest sources of error and to 

guide potential future experiments, sensitivity studies of the boundary conditions and 

modeling approaches were suggested as useful technical paper topics.  

An invited session featured presentations on candidate unit physics cases for future MVP 

workshops, followed by discussions of the merits and challenges of each case. Additional 

discussion topics included metrics for comparing LES and DNS unit physics results.  

 

Planning for MVP 4 Workshop 

 

MVP 4 will likely focus on the AFRL buff body test case and potentially a unit physics case. For 

the first time, MVP 3 was held during the weekend before AIAA SciTech. Given the flexibility 

offered by this option and the reasonable attendance numbers, MVP 4 may be planned for the 

weekend prior to AIAA SciTech 2020. Exact MVP 4 dates and validation case guidance will be 

provided in the spring of 2019.  

 

Important Note Regarding Use of Workshop Proceedings Material 

 

Results in the MVP Workshop proceedings are contributed in the spirit of open collaboration.  

Some results represent completed work, and other results represent work in progress.  Readers 

should keep this in mind when reviewing these materials.  It is inappropriate to quote or reference 

specific results from these proceedings without first checking with the individual author(s) for 

permission and for the most recent information and references. 

 

 

FINAL PROGRAM FOR MVP 3 WORKSHOP 

 

Main MVP Workshop Presentations 

Sunday, January 6, 2019, 9:00AM-5:00PM 

Introduction to MVP 3 Workshop,  

Chaired by Venkateswaran Sankaran 

 B. Rankin, “Introduction to AFRL Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flame 

Validation Case.” 

 C. Fureby, “Introduction to Volvo Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flame 

Validation Case.” 

 

Numerics and Metrics: Grid Convergence and Explicit Filtering,  

Chaired by Venkateswaran Sankaran 

 M. Ihme, “LES of the Volvo Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flame.” 
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 V. Sankaran, “A Consistent Reactive LES based on Explicit Filtering.”  

 Z. Jozefik, “Grid Convergence Study of a Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed 

Flame.” 

 

Boundary Condition Sensitivity Studies,  

Chaired by Brent Rankin 

 A. Comer, “Sensitivity Analysis of Bluff Body Stabilized Premixed Flame Large Eddy 

Simulations.” 

 T. Gallagher, “Flow-Field Sensitivities to Physical Boundary Condition Modeling.”  

 

Turbulent Combustion Model Sensitivity Studies,  

Chaired by Joseph Oefelein 

 K. Schau, “Sensitivity to Modeling Uncertainties in Bluff-Body Stabilized, Premixed 

Flames.” 

 I. Verma, “Assessment of Combustion Models for Predicting Bluff Body Stabilized 

Turbulent Premixed Flame.” 

 L. Shunn, “Large Eddy Simulation of the AFRL Bluff-Body-Stabilized Flame using a 

Premixed Flamelet/Progress-Variable Model.” 

 

 

Related 2019 SciTech Session  

Monday, January 7, 2019, 2:00PM-5:00PM 

Chaired by Venkateswaran Sankaran and Adam Comer 

 A.L. Comer, C. Huang, K. Duraisamy, S.V. Sardeshmukh, B.A. Rankin, M.E. 

Harvazinski, V. Sankaran, “Sensitivity Analysis of Bluff Body Stabilized Premixed Flame 

Large Eddy Simulations,” AIAA 2019-0450.  

 V. Sankaran, T.P. Gallagher, “A Consistent Reactive LES based on Explicit Filtering,” 

AIAA 2019-0451.   

 K.A. Schau, T.P. Gallagher, “Sensitivity to Modeling Parameters in Bluff Body Stabilized 

Flames,” AIAA 2019-0452. 

 C. Fureby, “A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) Study of the VOLVO and AFRL Bluff Body 

Combustors at Different Operating Conditions,” AIAA 2019-0453 

 I. Verma, R. Yadav, S. Orsino, P. Sharkey, P. Nakod, “Large Eddy Simulations of 

Premixed Bluff Body Stabilized Flame using Detailed Chemistry with Flamelet Generated 

Manifold: Grid Sensitivity Analysis,” AIAA 2019-0454. 

 R. Yadav, I. Verma, S. Orsino, P. Sharkey, P. Nakod, “Large Eddy Simulations of 

Premixed Bluff Body Stabilized Flame using Detailed Chemistry with Flamelet Generated 

Manifold: Grid Sensitivity Analysis,” AIAA 2019-0455. 

 

 

Invited Presentations Session and Workshop Discussion 

Wednesday, January 9, 2019, 9:30AM-12:00PM 

 B. Rankin, “Model Validation for Propulsion (MVP) Workshop: Unit Physics Problems 

Overview” 

 A. Poludnenko, “Freely propagating turbulent premixed flames” 
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 J. Chen, “Shear-driven turbulent flames” 

 X. Zhao, “Kernels of reactants inside products and products inside reactants” 

 

 

SUMMARY OF MVP 3 WORKSHOP 

 

Bluff-Body Premixed Flame Validation Cases 

The most significant observations and conclusions from the sixteen presentations on the bluff body 

test cases are summarized in this section. 

 

 Bluff Body Test Cases – Experimental data from the new AFRL bluff body test case 

were presented, highlighting the collection of simultaneous 10kHz CH2O planar laser 

induced fluorescence (PLIF), OH PLIF, and particle image velocimetry (PIV). This 

dataset presents an opportunity to extend current validation efforts into a more direct 

comparison of unsteady dynamics. Measured thermal boundary conditions, an open exit 

duct, and inlet velocity statistics collection will enable reduced uncertainty compared to 

the Volvo test case. However, inlet acoustics remain uncertain due to flow conditioning 

devices necessary to achieve uniform velocity distributions upstream of the bluff body. 

Interpretation of PIV and PLIF data may require care due to spatial resolution limitations. 

Generally, the workshop discussions suggested that the AFRL case should be the focus of 

future MVP bluff body efforts. The workshop discussions also suggested that moving 

towards marginal operation conditions such as lean blowout would be a useful next step. 

Future efforts with the Volvo case could possibly focus on the higher temperature inlet 

case, which has received much less attention compared to the room temperature inlet 

case. The higher inlet temperature case would aid in assessing the ability of current codes 

to capture global trends that may be more relevant to practical applications. A 

comparison of high resolution LES results for the AFRL and Volvo cases was performed. 

Similar instantaneous fields were observed for the two cases, and once appropriately 

normalized, the statistics (mean and RMS) for the Volvo and AFRL cases were 

approximately the same. 

 

 Explicit Filtering – The explicit filtering approach presented in MVP 2 was applied to the 

AFRL test case. Challenges due to a hybrid numerical scheme continue to interfere with 

grid convergence, but reductions in grid sensitivity were noted compared to implicit LES. 

Explicit filtering algorithm stability issues have been identified and understood, and future 

work will seek to improve convergence. 

 

 New Metrics for Comparison – The Wasserstein metric was presented in MVP 2 as a 

potential metric for quantifying the difference between two PDFs using a single value, 

enabling a more rigorous comparison of two datasets than visual inspection. Since PDFs 

contain all the statistical information for a given quantity, the Wasserstein metric offers a 

more thorough assessment than current approaches based on first and second moment 

statistical comparisons. This metric was successfully applied by an additional group during 

MVP 3 for grid sensitivity analysis, suggesting that it may be a reasonable choice for 

workshop plotting requirements. Additionally, enstrophy budgets were used by one group 
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to examine grid resolution effects. A large growth in baroclinic torque and thermal 

expansion was noted as the grid was refined, even at very fine resolutions.  Enstrophy 

budgets may be a promising way forward in identifying under-resolved physics and 

sensitivities. Indeed, a greater focus on detailed physical phenomena (as opposed simple 

statistics comparisons) was highlighted as an area of improvement for the workshop. A 

spatial dynamic mode decomposition-based method was also proposed. In combination 

with the concept of geodesic distance, this method provided another single-valued metric 

for comparing simulations. 

 

 Grid Sensitivity – An additional group achieved reasonable levels of grid convergence in 

terms of average and RMS statistics (adding to the groups achieving reasonable 

convergence in MVP 1 and MVP 2). Richardson extrapolation was used by another group 

to approximate grid resolution errors in a practical but approximate way that compensates 

for refinement ratios and code order of accuracy. However, this method relied upon the 

monotonic variation of results with grid refinement.  

 

 Boundary Condition Sensitivity – Multiple groups investigated sensitivity to exit 

boundary condition choices. Levels of sensitivity ranged from minimal effects to 

significant changes in calculated statistics, including the mean. The significant 

sensitivities were unexpected as the cases investigated are stable with minimal pressure 

fluctuations. Differences in results between the boundary conditions were attributed to 

the treatment of acoustic reflections and changes in the exit static pressure distribution.  

A consensus has emerged that modeling the exit exhaust plenum is the best approach for 

future workshops. It can often be done with minor additional expense and allow for 

condition-independent modeling of the exit (appropriate for higher equivalence ratio 

thermoacoustic cases). Inlet boundary condition sensitivity was studied by one group, and 

the sensitivity was significant with drastic implications for the pressure fluctuations. No 

information on the experimental acoustic impedance and the scarcity of acoustic 

impedance boundary conditions in existing codes makes inlet modeling a future obstacle. 

In terms of thermal boundary conditions, the adiabatic assumption for the bluff body wall 

had no effect when global chemistry was used but did affect the solution with a higher 

fidelity chemical mechanism. 

 

 Model Parameter Sensitivity – A large sensitivity study of various turbulence and 

turbulent combustion model parameters was conducted at a coarse grid resolution with 

both implicit and explicit filtering. Explicitly filtered LES was more sensitive to model 

parameters than implicitly filtered LES due to the increased role of subgrid stress terms, 

which can be attributed to the replacement of the grid dimension with the larger quantity 

of filter size in the model equations. Thus, explicitly filtered solutions will be more 

demanding on the accuracy of model constants and may require dynamic modeling of 

these values. Surrogate modelling was required to make rigorous sensitivity calculations 

viable. Including more sampling points and allowing 2-parameter variations greatly 

increased the sensitivities recorded, suggesting that obtaining a complete, converged 

mapping of sensitivity will be a challenge.  
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 Numerics – High order, low dissipation, and entropy stable numerics provide potential 

for handling the coarse-grid computations needed for applied cases, but making rigorous 

entropy stable numerics and reliable high-order computations for reacting flows is still a 

developing research area.  

 

 Physics and Chemistry Modeling – Physical modeling in the presence of numerical 

issues makes it difficult to make definitive (code independent) statements about model 

trends and sensitivities. However, some of the observations from the workshop are 

reported.  Flamelet modeling with a finite rate source term closure provided reasonable 

CO predictions. Also, increased kinetics model fidelity (e.g., skeletal mechanism as 

opposed to global chemistry) was shown to influence sensitivity to thermal boundary 

conditions.  

 

Additional comments and ideas from the main workshop discussion and feedback session are listed 

below.  

 Future Test Cases – The AFRL bluff body case received broad support as the focus of 

future bluff body flame simulation efforts. Additional assessments of the spanwise 

treatment of the rig may be worth investigation, including multiple domains of varying 

spanwise dimensions. Although this investigation has been performed by Fureby on the 

Volvo rig, a new study may be needed for the AFRL rig. The presence of unmodelled, 

side-wall boundaries could cause growing error in the statistics with reference to the 

experiment along the streamwise direction. In terms of additional applications, interest in 

a swirl-stabilized combustor validation case was expressed by multiple attendees. 

 Model Improvements – The functional form of combustion models may need to change 

as the grid is refined since changes in the quality of flame and turbulence resolution, as 

well as their interaction, may demand more than changes in parameters. Backscatter 

models from the weather community and closure methods from the particle-laden flow 

community might provide new insights into subgrid modeling.  

 Chemical Kinetics – The Zettervall Z66 skeletal mechanism represents a significant 

improvement in kinetics fidelity and may be a good option for future workshop guidance. 

However, the number of species will be challenging and smaller mechanisms between 

global and skeletal are desired. The 1D kinetics parameters presented by Fureby (e.g., 

ignition delay time, laminar flame speed, adiabatic flame temperature, and extinction 

strain rate) should be investigated and checked for each recommended mechanism.  

 Workshop Guidance Improvements – Test case guidance should reference previous 

findings and adjust recommendations accordingly. Distinguishing between numerics/grid 

convergence studies and validation studies is important. A more careful distinction in the 

guidance may assist with consistency across codes during grid convergence studies. A 

greater focus on detailed physical phenomena (as opposed simple statistics comparisons) 

is important. For instance, an assessment of the development of the shear layer instability 

for this case is needed, although it is not clear that sufficiently high-resolution data are 

available for this task. A hierarchy of metrics is likely required including instantaneous 
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flow and flame features, statistics (rms/mean), budget analyses, global heat release, and 

metrics that can collapse complicated variations into a single value (e.g., Wasserstein 

metric). 

Potential Unit Physics Cases 

Unit physics cases are characterized by a lack of geometry (or minimal geometric complexity) and 

the use of DNS as the source of validation data. Invited speakers presented three different types of 

unit physics problems during an invited/panel session of the workshop. Brief summaries and 

highlights from these presentations are provided below along with a summary of the ensuing 

discussion.  

 

Freely Propagating Turbulent Premixed Flames 

 Freely propagating turbulent premixed flames have been investigated by a large number 

of researchers. Although turbulent Reynolds numbers may be limited, the simulations 

presented by Poludnenko cover a large portion of the Borghi diagram with realistic fuels.  

 In many of the simulations, a source term in the momentum equation is used to drive 

turbulence and mimic the downward cascade of energy. However, certain cases were 

simulated without forcing and feature a flame propagating into a decaying turbulence 

field. These cases demonstrate significant flame-generated turbulence and could provide 

a test case that avoids the difficulties of matching forcing.  

 Flame speed appears to be a function of domain size in current simulations. Adding more 

scales causes the flame to move faster even without changes in upstream turbulence 

conditions.  

 Metrics for comparison with LES could include turbulent flame speed (average and 

RMS), turbulent flame speed to laminar flame speed trends as a function of fuels and 

turbulent kinetic energy, and dynamics in fast turbulent flames 

 A third dimension of the Borghi diagram consisting of Mach number or compressibility 

was proposed due to its significant impact on fundamental flame behavior. Multiple 

deflagration to detonation transition simulations are also available in the compressible 

regime.  

Shear-Driven Turbulent Flames 

 Reheat System:  A scaled-down version of the backward-facing step configuration was 

proposed. Although it has geometry, this case has the advantage of producing statistically 

stationary flows and more physically-relevant turbulence generation. The configuration is 

1 cm long at atmospheric pressure and was simulated with nine species. Generally, the 

concept of reducing the size of a simple combustor and simulating it with DNS could be a 

promising path forward for the bluff body case. 

 High Karlovitz Lean Premixed Piloted Stratified Methane/Air Jet Flame: This case has 

features relevant to real systems (stratification with hydrocarbon fuels) and exhibits 

complexity in the chemical pathways activated throughout the flame.  

 Multi-Injection Case: A fuel jet is pulsed so that two separate ignition events can be 

observed with the second event occurring in the products of the first. The mixture 

fraction at which ignition occurs is different for the two events.  
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Reacting Kernels 

 The reacting kernel case features a pocket of products with a flame propagating outward 

into a region of reactants. The location of products and reactants can be switched, but the 

former configuration has more relevance to existing experimental data.  

 Metrics for evaluating LES could include a binary test of extinction vs. propagation, as 

well as filtered heat release and reaction rates. 

 Challenges include correctly capturing the flame response to strain and curvature, 

significant transients (not statistically stationary), and a non-monotonic relationship 

between scalar dissipation rates and progress variables.  

 Opportunities and advantages include a straightforward implementation of initial 

conditions, triply periodic boundary conditions (elimination of boundary condition 

uncertainty/ambiguity), use of decaying turbulence or specified forcing, and reasonable 

cost that enables full resolution of flames by multiple groups.  

 

Discussion 

 Ensuring Consistency between Simulations - Exact specifications of forcing could be a 

challenge. Boundary and initial conditions should be relatively straightforward, at least 

for the freely propagating flame and reacting kernel cases. LES from different groups 

should be conducted with the same kinetics, thermophysical properties, and interpolating 

functions for derived quantities. Initialization data and any turbulent inflow specification 

could require large amounts of data and potential data hosting issues. Providing data 

filtered at multiple resolutions would be ideal.  

 Statistical Significance - If each simulation is viewed as one realization, then typically 

the sample size is very small for every case. However, by collecting statistics in the 

periodic direction, multiple eddy turnover times can be collected and greater statistical 

significance can be achieved. Any comparisons with DNS should exploit periodicity to 

enhance sample size. The ideal statistics have minimal memory of the initial conditions, 

and time and ensemble averaging should ideally produce the same result. 

 Metrics - The metrics that are the most physically meaningful for the various proposed 

test cases were debated. A consensus was not reached, and generally, it is not always 

clear why one metric should be selected over another. Heat release filtered to LES 

resolution was one proposed metric. It was noted that this is one of many unclosed 

filtered terms that could be compared and that one should judiciously down-select from 

the many options. A spectral metric applied to velocity and scalar components (including 

possibly POD and DMD) was proposed for scale interactions. In this sense, DNS will 

only provide a limited validation since low turbulent Reynolds number and domain size 

limits the dynamics at even the small scales. A comment from MVP 1 was re-iterated: 

metrics for the global behavior of the flame and flow should first be considered before 

looking at the details. In line with marginal operation, the time history of strain and scalar 

dissipation and its relationship with extinction and ignition events could be a useful path 
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forward. Cases with kinetics sensitivities or other sensitivities for two different stable 

states could facilitate comparisons.  

 Relevance - All cases can or have been conducted at engine-relevant conditions, at least 

in terms of pressure and Borghi diagram location.  

 Future Discussions - A number of open questions remain. What are the critical physical 

phenomena that need to be captured? How do we select appropriate metrics and what is 

the physical justification for the selection of any given metric?  

 Alternate Approach to Unit Physics - Similar to the reheat case presented by Chen, a 

scaled-down version of the bluff body case was proposed as a potential candidate for 

DNS. This case could be used for multiple conditions including stable, lean blowout, and 

thermoacoustically unstable to help the workshop push towards marginal operation. It 

was noted that it would be useful to identify the lowest Reynolds number for which we 

could obtain a thermoacoustically active system for code validation.  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS FOR MVP 3 WORKSHOP 

The most significant outcomes and conclusions from the Third Model Validation for Propulsion 

Workshop are summarized here. 

 

 As an active experiment with reduced uncertainty compared to the Volvo test case, the 

AFRL case will be the focus of future MVP bluff body efforts. The AFRL test case 

presents an opportunity to extend current validation efforts into a more direct comparison 

of unsteady dynamics via simultaneous high-speed datasets. 

 

 The explicit filtering approach presented in MVP 2 was applied to the AFRL test case. 

Challenges remain, but reductions in grid sensitivity were noted compared to implicit LES. 

Explicitly filtered LES was shown to be more sensitive to model parameter variations than 

implicitly filtered LES due to the increased role of subgrid stress terms. Thus, explicitly 

filtered solutions will be more demanding of the accuracy of model constants and may 

require dynamic modeling of these values. 

 

 More detailed metrics, in contrast to mean and RMS statistics, were considered. The 

Wasserstein metric has been successfully applied by more than one group, suggesting that 

it may be a reasonable choice for workshop plotting requirements and PDF comparisons. 

Enstrophy budgets and DMD were also used to compare simulations with greater fidelity 

and physical insight.   

 

 Sensitivities to exit boundary conditions ranged from minimal to substantial. A consensus 

has emerged that modeling the exit exhaust plenum is the best approach for future 

workshops. This approach will allow for condition-independent modeling of the exit. 

 

 Inlet boundary condition sensitivity has received less attention, but one group observed 

significant sensitivity to how acoustics are treated at the inlet. No information on the inlet 
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acoustic impedance and the scarcity of acoustic impedance boundary conditions in 

existing codes suggests that inlet modeling may be a future obstacle.  

 

 Multiple unit physics cases were considered and represent promising options as future 

workshop test cases. The use of DNS data for validation offers a significant opportunity 

to minimize uncertainties in code and model evaluations. Challenges in selecting and 

calculating appropriate metrics for comparison with DNS remain. The potential size of 

validation and initialization data also represents a practical challenge for adopting a unit 

physics validation case. 

 

 

SUMMARY OF MVP WORKSHOP SERIES FINDINGS 

A brief summary of key findings and challenges from the MVP Workshop series is presented 

below.  

 

Grid Convergence:  

 A computationally efficient explicit filtering approach was demonstrated on the Volvo and 

AFRL test cases. By fixing the filter width, the method demonstrated grid convergence at 

much coarser resolutions than previously reported. This approach represents a promising 

path forward for physical model comparisons that are independent of numerical error. 

 Non-reacting simulation results generally demonstrate grid convergence across all mean 

and root mean square statistics. Reacting simulations require significantly higher mesh 

resolutions to demonstrate convergence of the mean and root mean square statistics.  

 Comparisons of PDFs and unsteady metrics for grid convergence assessment have been 

limited, but certain workshop participants have investigated methods for performing such 

comparisons in meaningful, quantitative ways.  

 Laminar combustion closure has demonstrated significant grid sensitivity, whereas the use 

of certain turbulent combustion closure models appeared to reduce this sensitivity and aid 

grid convergence.  

 

Flame Topology:  

 A variety of flame topologies were observed across the simulation results. Due to a lack of 

standardization, it is difficult to ascertain the source of these differences. 

 A lack of high-speed planar imaging made it difficult to know the actual flame’s shape and 

dynamics for the Volvo test case. The AFRL test case will rectify this deficiency. Potential 

discrepancies include the implementation and nature of boundary conditions, numerical 

methods, and turbulent combustion models and related inputs.  

 

Boundary Condition Sensitivity: 

 Levels of sensitivity to exit boundary condition have ranged from minimal effects to 

significant changes even when comparing mean statistics. Differences in results between 

the boundary conditions were attributed to the treatment of acoustic reflections and 

changes in exit static pressure distribution.  A consensus has emerged that modeling the 

exit exhaust plenum is the best approach for future workshops.  
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 Inlet boundary condition sensitivity has received less attention, but one group observed 

significant sensitivity to how acoustics are treated at the inlet. No information on the inlet 

acoustic impedance and the scarcity of acoustic impedance boundary conditions in 

existing codes suggests that inlet modeling may be a future obstacle.  

 

New Metrics for Comparison:  

 Through the Lyapunov exponent, the dynamics of a simulation can be expressed as a single 

value and compared with that of other simulations for grid convergence assessment, model 

and code comparisons, or other comparisons. 

 The Wasserstein metric quantifies the difference between two PDFs using a single value, 

enabling a more rigorous comparison of two datasets than visual inspection. Since PDFs 

contain all of the statistical information for a given quantity, the Wasserstein metric offers 

a more thorough assessment than current approaches based on first and second moment 

statistical comparisons. Two groups have successfully applied this metric to examine grid 

sensitivities. 

 

Numerics: 

 The use of upwinding has a noticeable effect on reacting solutions. One group applied 

upwinding throughout the domain and noted an overwhelming, adverse effect, but results 

from a different group and code that selectively applied upwinding for stability suggested 

that the effects were not necessarily negative.  

 Even for large meshes (over 60 million cells), the numerics can have a noticeable impact 

on the solution of the Volvo test case. 

 

Physics and Chemistry Modeling: 

 For the same grid resolution, different turbulent combustion models sometimes produced 

significantly different results, as expected. However, it is often unclear if these differences 

are due to a lack of grid convergence (i.e., an effect produced by the interaction of the 

numerical errors and the model) or if the differences can be attributed to the actual behavior 

of the models at grid-converged resolutions.  

 Multiple groups have applied thickened flame models, enabling some analysis of the 

performance of this model across multiple codes.  

 Global chemical kinetics provided reasonable predictions of many mean and root mean 

square statistics. In fact, reasonable mean CO predictions were even made with a four-step 

mechanism. However, skeletal mechanisms are required to capture details, such as 

temperature PDFs and heat release contours.  
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3rd Model Validation for Propulsion Workshop Overview 

and Validation Cases 
 
Contact Information: Adam Comer (aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com) 

Last Updated: 8 June 2018 at 1620EST 

*Emphasis items or significant updates are in red text. 

 

1 MVP Workshop Overview 
The Model Validation for Propulsion (MVP) Workshop is an open forum bringing together 

researchers and modelers to help improve our understanding and capabilities of modeling turbulent 

reacting flows in relevant aerospace propulsion systems. Past MVP workshops have focused on 

the Volvo bluff-body premixed flame validation case and have featured invited sessions on a broad 

range of topics in turbulent reacting flows. The objectives of the MVP Workshop series include 

the following: 

 Define and evaluate procedures/metrics for grid convergence for reacting LES and quantify 

numerical error. 

 Evaluate performance of physics models for combustion, turbulence and turbulent 

combustion closures. 

 Identify the requisite data for validation of reacting LES. 

 Identify fundamental gaps in current knowledge of reacting LES models to inform basic 

research programs. 

 Use data and comparisons to guide the development of improved models. 

Findings, accomplishments, and outstanding challenges from past MVP workshops are discussed 

in the MVP 1 and MVP 2 proceedings. For convenience, a brief summary of the challenges and 

findings from the technical sessions can be found in Appendix A. 

 

 

2 MVP 3 Organization and Logistics  
The format, timing, and submission process of the MVP 3 workshop have changed from the 

previous workshops. Please read this section carefully to find key deadlines, requirements, and 

travel considerations. 

  

2.1 Pre-SciTech 2019 MVP 3 Workshop 

The workshop will be held Sunday, 6 January 2019, prior to the AIAA SciTech 2019 workshop. 

The location will be announced soon; venues close to the Manchester Grand Hyatt, San Diego 

(SciTech site) will be prioritized.   

 

Technical presentations at the workshop must be based on at least one of the validation cases and 

focus areas outlined in this document.  To be considered for a technical presentation slot, a one-

paragraph (minimum) abstract describing the presentation and objectives must be submitted 

to aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com by 11 June 2018, 8PM EST. These abstracts will be reviewed by the 

organizing committee, and the submitter will be notified by 31 August 2018. Full papers are no 

longer required for participation in the MVP workshop, but the presentations will not be part of 

the AIAA SciTech proceedings unless you also follow the SciTech submission process for your 

mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
https://community.apan.org/wg/afrlcg/mvpws/p/proceedings
mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
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MVP contribution. Submitting your MVP work as a technical paper to SciTech 2019, in addition 

to the workshop, and providing an additional SciTech presentation are highly encouraged but not 

required.  

 

Participation in the workshop will also require submission of a subset of results prior to the 

workshop. Your submitted results may be used in summary plots alongside results from other 

groups; however, in the interest of anonymity and a cooperative environment, all of these plots 

will be non-attributional (no group names will be used to identify the source of the results). Details 

on the required submission will be provided at a later date, but the selection will be a subset of the 

items in Sections 5.6 and 6.6 (depending on your selected test case).  

 

2.2 MVP 3 Workshop Technical Paper Session(s) at SciTech 2019 

Although a technical paper submission to SciTech 2019 is no longer an MVP workshop 

requirement, you are highly encouraged to submit your MVP contribution to SciTech 2019.  To 

ensure your SciTech paper and presentation are placed in an appropriate session, please complete 

the following steps: 

 Submit abstract via the SciTech 2019 website by the SciTech deadline of 11 June 2018, 

8PM EST, USA 

 Select “Propellants and Combustion” as the topic 

 Select “Turbulent Combustion” as the sub-topic  

 Send an email to aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com with the submission control ID, abstract title, 

authors, and affiliations 

 Submit your technical paper by the required deadline of 4 December 2018, 8PM EST, USA 

 

2.3 Registration Process for Pre-SciTech 2019 MVP 3 Workshop 

Registration is required to attend the Pre-SciTech 2019 MVP 3 Workshop for planning 

purposes.  Priority will be given to those working on topics directly relevant to one or more 

objectives of the MVP Workshop series as space will be limited.  Please register for the Pre-

SciTech 2019 MVP 3 Workshop by sending an email to aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com by 31 August 

2018.  Please include "MVP 3 Registration" in the subject line and include your name, 

affiliation, and email address in the email. 

 

2.4 MVP 3 Workshop Overview Session at SciTech 2019   

Even if you are not able to participate in the MVP Workshop on Sunday, please consider attending 

the overview and summary session during SciTech 2019. This session will summarize the 

workshop findings and feature invited talks on topics relevant to the workshop objectives. The 

exact time and room for this session will be assigned at a later date.  

 

2.5 Pre-Workshop Conference Call Discussions 

Prior to SciTech 2019, we plan to hold online conferences to discuss the validation cases and 

preliminary results. If you received the MVP 2 proceedings via email, then you will receive the 

invitations to the first event. Otherwise, please email aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com to ensure that you 

receive an invitation or monitor the MVP website for details. 

 

 

 

https://www.aiaa-scitech.org/
mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
https://community.apan.org/wg/afrlcg/mvpws/
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3 MVP 3 Focus Areas 
In light of its history and feedback from participants, the workshop is soliciting presentations 

featuring simulation results from at least one of the MVP 3 validation cases (see Section 4, Section 

5, and Section 6) and an approach and analysis based one or more of the following areas of interest: 

 Grid Convergence – There was consensus from past MVP workshops that achieving grid 

convergence is imperative to make valid assessments of modelling and simulation results. 

Previous work by several groups has shown that large, computationally expensive grids are 

required to show grid independence for the MVP validation cases for implicitly filtered 

LES.  The development and demonstration of novel methods for (a) producing grid 

independent results or (b) quantifying the sensitivity of simulation results to grid resolution 

is highly encouraged.  Even if novel methods for producing grid independent results are 

not pursued, some quantification of the sensitivity of the results to grid resolution is 

required.   

 Explicit Filtering – Explicit filtering may be useful (a) to separate physical model errors 

from numerical errors and (b) to enable more definitive statements about model accuracy. 

A computationally affordable explicit filtering approach was demonstrated in MVP 2 as 

one methodology to produce grid independent results.  In addition to efforts to show grid 

independence with explicit filtering, presentations investigating best practices for grid-to-

filter ratios, comparing physical models on a grid-independent basis, and exploring the 

costs and benefits of explicit filtering with reference to more traditional, implicit 

approaches are encouraged.  

 High-Order Methods – There was consensus from past MVP workshops that high-order 

methods are useful (a) to enable more computationally efficient simulations given the same 

accuracy requirements and (b) to reduce numerical dissipation and dispersion errors.  The 

development and demonstration of novel methods utilizing high-order numerical schemes 

for turbulent reacting flow simulations is highly encouraged. 

 Unsteady Metrics – With the introduction of a new validation case and the potential for 

future unsteady experimental data, the application of unsteady metrics and techniques (e.g., 

POD, DMD, Lyapunov exponent, etc.) to the MVP validation case(s) is highly encouraged. 

Such contributions are likely to influence future workshop recommendations for required 

simulation results and metrics. In the absence of experimental data, these metrics may pair 

well with grid convergence or sensitivity analyses for quantitative assessment of changes 

in flow and flame dynamics.  

 Unit Physics Problems – The workshop is actively considering the potential introduction 

of a suitable unit physics problem with relevance to the turbulent premixed, bluff-body 

validation cases studied in this workshop. Unit physics problems that can be simulated via 

both DNS and LES in a computationally affordable manner provide the possibility of (a) 

performing a larger number of computational parametric studies aimed at evaluating the 

interactions between numerical error and physical modeling effects and (b) eliminating 

uncertainties in boundary conditions and chemical kinetics that complicate current 

comparisons with experiments. Linking the proposed unit physics efforts to the more 

applied validation cases of MVP is a key requirement. Any thoughts or proposals for unit 

physics problems can be sent to aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com and could be included in a 

modified version of this document.   

 Sensitivity Analyses of Boundary Conditions – There was consensus from past MVP 

workshops that computational sensitivity analyses of boundary conditions are useful (a) to 

mailto:aiaa.mvpws@gmail.com
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identify the largest sources of error and (b) to guide potential future experiments.  Several 

examples include examining the sensitivity of the simulation results to the inlet turbulence 

intensity boundary condition, the flameholder and wall thermal boundary conditions, and 

exit boundary condition. Sensitivity to exit boundary conditions has been identified as a 

potential leading contributor to the variation in results from different groups. 

 Sensitivity Analyses of Modeling Approaches – There was consensus from past MVP 

workshops that computational sensitivity analyses of model parameters are useful for 

identifying leading order effects. Several examples include examining the sensitivity of the 

simulation results to chemistry (i.e., global vs. skeletal vs. detailed), turbulence closure 

models, and turbulent combustion closure models.    

 Other Areas – Interested participants are encouraged to discuss with the organizing 

committee other areas which use the validation cases to contribute to one or more 

objectives of the MVP Workshop. 

 

 

4 MVP 3 Validation Cases 
Two separate bluff-body-stabilized turbulent premixed flame experiments have been selected for 

MVP 3. First, the Volvo validation case from MVP 1 and 2 is described, and updated guidelines 

are provided, particularly for the exit boundary condition. A second option is a similar bluff-body-

stabilized turbulent premixed flame experiment from the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). 

Specifications are provided for the inflow and outflow boundary conditions consistent with 

ongoing experiments, but experimental data (e.g., PIV, OH PLIF, and CH2O PLIF) in the region 

of the flame will not be available until the time of the workshop due to the experimental campaign 

schedule. In order to get an early start on this case for future workshops, the AFRL experiment has 

been included as an option for MVP 3. At least one of the two experiments must be simulated and 

presented in order to participate in MVP 3.  

 

The computational domain and grids, operating and boundary conditions, experimental data, 

required results, and suggested model settings are described in the following sections. The 

guidelines are provided to ensure consistency among simulations and to facilitate code and model 

comparisons. The guidelines are not necessarily the best modelling and simulation choices, and 

the organizing committee does not intend to imply that there is consensus regarding these choices. 

 

 

5 Volvo Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flame Validation Case 
Two conditions have been selected for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized turbulent premixed flame:     

 Required Condition – If selecting the Volvo case, the required condition is the flame with 

an inlet temperature of 288 K.  This required condition for the Volvo experiment includes 

updated recommendations for boundary conditions. Red text is utilized to indicate the 

updated recommendations that are being made for the MVP 3 Workshop.     

 Optional Condition – The optional condition features is the flame with an inlet 

temperature of 600 K.  The optional case is selected to assess the capability of different 

modeling and simulation approaches to capture trends in relevant operating conditions such 

as density ratios across the flame. 

 

https://community.apan.org/wg/afrlcg/mvpws/
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Case-specific guidance can be found in this section, and general modeling guidance can be found 

in Section 7.  

 

5.1 Computational Domain 

The Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame experimental arrangement consists of a 

flameholder centered in a rectangular duct. The flameholder cross section is a 40 mm equilateral 

triangle. The combustor flow exhausts to a sudden expansion. In the experiment, this exit duct is 

cylindrical but for the workshop, a rectangular exit duct is recommended in order to enable the use 

of periodic boundary conditions and a reduced domain size in the spanwise direction (along the z-

axis in Figure 1). The computational domain should consist of the dimensions shown in Figure 1 

and the boundaries labeled in Figure 2. In previous workshops, the simulation of the exhaust duct 

was not recommended, but sensitivities to the exit boundary condition have been noted and warrant 

a more realistic treatment of the exit. To mitigate these sensitivities, the inclusion of the exhaust 

duct and, in turn, placement of the exit boundary condition far from the domain of interest are 

recommended. Please note that these recommendations are not intended to discourage the 

investigation of other methods of modeling the exit and associated sensitivity analyses with respect 

to various approaches (see Section 3). The use of grid stretching in the exhaust to reduce 

computational cost and to minimize reflections from the outlet is also suggested. Additional details 

of the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame can be found in Refs. [1-2]. 

 
(a) 

 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. Computational domain for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame.  

(a) Isometric view and (b) spanwise normal view. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. Boundaries for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame.  

(a) Isometric view and (b) spanwise normal view. 

 

 

5.2 Computational Grids 

Grid convergence with a sequence of mesh resolutions should be attempted. In addition to overall 

cell count, the details of grid topology (e.g., the use of clustering and associated growth rates) and 

the overall approach to refinement (e.g., preferentially refining certain regions or directions) 

should be provided in your paper. The intention is to enable interested participants to reproduce 

your grid arrangement. Additionally, more rigorous methods of achieving grid 

convergence/independence, including the use of explicit filtering, are highly encouraged.  
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As a general guideline, key parameters from a successful grid convergence study presented at 

MVP 1 are shown in Table 1. The parameters suggest the use of clustering to capture critical 

regions of the flow, while minimizing overall cell count. Note that the cell counts are for a 

spanwise domain depth of four bluff dimensions (0.16 m), whereas we have recommended a 

shorter domain depth (0.08 m) in consideration of computational cost (see Figure 1). 

 

Participants are expected to demonstrate grid convergent LES solutions using a set of at least 3 

progressively refined meshes. Grid convergence is defined here as a consistent convergence to 

the same answer (even if it is different from the target experimental data). We understand that 

that there may be fundamental difficulties with ensuring consistent results in the LES context. 

Therefore, unique approaches designed to shed light on these issues and/or demonstrate grid 

convergence for LES are also welcome. An example of such an approach is the use of constant 

LES filter-width (i.e., explicit filtering) for the sequence of meshes.  

 

Table 1.  Summary of approximate spatial resolutions from a successful MVP-1 grid 

convergence study Ref [3]. The cell counts are for a depth of 4 bluff body dimensions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Operating Conditions 

Table 2 summarizes the operating conditions for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame 

validation case. 

 

Table 2. Operating conditions for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame 

validation case.  *The mass flow rates have been adjusted to account for the reduced depth 

of the computational domain. 

Operating Condition Required Case Optional Case 

Premixed Fuel / Oxidizer Propane / Air Propane / Air 

Equivalence Ratio 0.62 0.62 

Pressure 100 kPa 100 kPa 

Inlet Temperature 288 K 600 K 

Mass Flow Rate 0.2079 kg/s * 0.2079 kg/s * 

Bulk Velocity 17.6 m/s 36.6 m/s 

Bulk Mach Number 0.053 0.077 

Bulk Reynolds Number 47,000 28,000 

Unburned / Burned Density Ratio 5.9 3.1 

 

5.4 Boundary Conditions 

Table 3 summarizes the recommended boundary conditions for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized 

premixed flame validation case.  All exceptions to these boundary treatments should be 

emphasized in your presentation.  

Grid 

Description 

Min 

Cell Size 

(mm) 

Mean 

Cell Size 

(mm) 

Max 

Cell Size 

(mm) 

Total 

Grid Size 

(M cells) 

Coarse 0.5 1.3 2.7 3.7 

Medium 0.4 1.0 2.1 12.5 

Fine 0.3 0.7 1.6 29.5 

Very Fine 0.2 0.5 1.1 99.6 
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Table 3. Boundary conditions for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame. *The 

mass flow rate has been adjusted to account for the reduced depth of the computational 

domain. 

Boundary Condition Required Case Optional Case 

Inlet Premixed Fuel / Oxidizer Premixed Propane/Air Premixed Propane/Air 

Inlet Equivalence Ratio 0.62 0.62 

Inlet Stagnation Temperature 288 K 600 K 

Inlet Mass Flow Rate 0.2079 kg/s * 0.2079 kg/s * 

Inlet Velocity Profile Uniform Steady Flow Uniform Steady Flow 

Inlet Turbulence Intensity 0 % 0 % 

Flameholder Surface Temperature Adiabatic Adiabatic 

Flameholder Surface Velocity No-Slip No-Slip 

Top & Bottom Combustor Wall Temperature Adiabatic Adiabatic 

Top & Bottom Combustor Wall Velocity No-Slip No-Slip 

Exit Duct Walls Temperature Adiabatic Adiabatic 

Exit Duct Walls Velocity Slip Slip 

Front and Back Patches Periodic Periodic 

Outlet Static Pressure Characteristic/ 

Transmissive BC 

recommended (Target 

P = 100 kPa, describe/ 

provide any tuned 

parameters) 

Characteristic/ 

Transmissive BC 

recommended (Target 

P = 100 kPa, describe/ 

provide any tuned 

parameters) 

 

5.5 Experimental Data 

Experimental data from the non-reacting and reacting bluff-body experiments conducted by Volvo 

[1-2] can be downloaded from the links listed below. The data have been extracted from the figures 

in the publicly available papers [1-2,5]. Please note that the figure quality limited the precision of 

the extracted data. Formatting details can be found in the header of each file. 

 288K Inlet:  

Volvo_Exp_Data_Non-Reacting_20160922.zip 

Volvo_Exp_Data_Reacting_20160922.zip 

Volvo_Exp_Data_Reacting_CARS_20171116.zip 
 

 600K Inlet: 
Volvo_Exp_Data_Reacting_600Kinlet_20171208.zip 

 

5.6 Required Results 

Participants are required to present data comparisons with the provided experimental data and 

detailed flowfield statistics as described in this section. All results should be presented for a 

sequence of meshes with different spatial resolutions in order to evaluate grid convergence of the 

results. Although the requisite data were not reported in every paper, a rough estimate of the flow 

through times (based on domain length and cold bulk velocity) used previously were as follows:  

3-5 flow through times for the initial transient and an additional 3-5 flow through times for 

sampling statistics. Papers presenting a more precise and reliable method of assessing temporal 

https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/widgetcontainerfiles/3fc3f82483d14ec485ef92e206116d49-g-_2D00_tM6tEO4PkenM5KsnY8ctg-page-0mvp1_2D00_case_2D00_volvo_2D00_bluff_2D00_body/Volvo_5F00_Exp_5F00_Data_5F00_Non_2D00_Reacting_5F00_20160922.zip
https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/widgetcontainerfiles/3fc3f82483d14ec485ef92e206116d49-g-_2D00_tM6tEO4PkenM5KsnY8ctg-page-0mvp1_2D00_case_2D00_volvo_2D00_bluff_2D00_body/Volvo_5F00_Exp_5F00_Data_5F00_Reacting_5F00_20160922.zip
https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/widgetcontainerfiles/3fc3f82483d14ec485ef92e206116d49-g-_2D00_tM6tEO4PkenM5KsnY8ctg-page-0experimental_2D00_data/Volvo_5F00_Exp_5F00_Data_5F00_Reacting_5F00_CARS_5F00_20171116.zip
https://community.apan.org/cfs-file/__key/widgetcontainerfiles/3fc3f82483d14ec485ef92e206116d49-g-_2D00_tM6tEO4PkenM5KsnY8ctg-page-0experimental_2D00_data/Volvo_5F00_Exp_5F00_Data_5F00_Reacting_5F00_600Kinlet_5F00_20171208.zip
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convergence are encouraged. A grid convergence or sensitivity study is required but does not need 

to be the main focus of your work. See Section 3 for MVP 3 focus areas. 

 

Nomenclature and Definition of Coordinate System 

Nomenclature is listed in Table 5, and the coordinate system is defined in Figure 3. 

  

Table 5. List of nomenclature. 

φ generic scalar (or vector component) value of interest 

〈φ〉 mean (temporal) value 

φ' fluctuation about the mean value 

Ubulk bulk inlet velocity  

D bluff-body dimension (40 mm) 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Definition of coordinate system for the Volvo bluff-body-stabilized premixed 

flame. The figure depicts the z = 0 plane, which is parallel to and centered between the 

periodic patches of the computational domain. 

 

Values of Interest (φ) 

 Velocity components (ux, uy) 

 Spanwise Vorticity (ωz) 

 Temperature (T) 

 Species mass fraction of CO 

 

Instantaneous and Time-Averaged Distributions 

Plot several instantaneous distributions and the time-averaged distribution of vorticity and 

temperature for the z/D = 0 plane.  

 

Experimental Data Comparisons 

Plot the following profiles of the values of interest along with the corresponding experimental data. 

 Mean – Transverse Profiles:  

o 288 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.375, 0.95, 1.53, 3.75, 9.40 

o 288 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 8.75, 9.40, 13.75 

o 288 K Case – (CO):     z/D = 0 & x/D = 3.75, 8.75, 13.75 

o 600 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

o 600 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

o 600 K Case – (CO):     z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

 Mean – Axial Profile of ux Only: (z/D = 0, y/D = 0, and x/D = 0 to 10) 
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 RMS – Transverse Profiles:  

o 288 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.375, 0.95, 1.53, 3.75, 9.40 

o 288 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

o 600 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

o 600 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40 

𝜑′
𝑅𝑀𝑆

= √〈(𝜑 − 〈𝜑〉)2〉 

 

 Turbulence Intensity – Axial Profile: (z/D = 0, y/D = 0, & x/D = 0 to 10) 

𝑇𝐼2𝐷 =  
√(𝑢′𝑥,𝑅𝑀𝑆)

2
+  (𝑢′𝑦,𝑅𝑀𝑆)

2

𝑈𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
 

 

Probability Density Functions 

Plot probability density functions of temperature at the following locations on the z/D = 0 plane. 

 Axial Positions (x/D = 0.95, 3.75, 9.40)  

 Transverse Positions (y/D = 0, 0.5) 

Consider using the Wasserstein metric [7] for comparing PDFs. A sample code can be found at 

the following link:  https://github.com/IhmeGroup/WassersteinMetricSample 

 

Unsteady Metrics 

The application of unsteady metrics, such as PSDs, modal decomposition techniques, and others, 

are highly encouraged. Although unsteady experimental data are not available for comparison, 

these techniques could be readily applied to grid convergence assessments or sensitivity analyses.  

 

 

6 AFRL Bluff-Body Stabilized Turbulent Premixed Flame Validation Case 
Two conditions have been selected as a starting point for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized turbulent 

premixed flame:     

 Required Condition – If selecting the AFRL case, the required condition is the flame with 

an inlet temperature of 310 K.  Blue text is utilized to indicate differences between the 

AFRL case and Volvo case. 

 Optional Condition – The optional condition is the flame with an inlet temperature of 

600 K.  The optional case is selected to assess the capability of different modeling and 

simulation approaches to capture trends in relevant operating conditions such as density 

ratios across the flame. 

 

Case-specific guidance can be found in this section, and general modeling guidance can be found 

in Section 7.  

 

6.1 Computational Domain 

The AFRL bluff-body-stabilized turbulent premixed flame experimental arrangement consists of 

a flameholder centered in a rectangular duct.  The flameholder cross section is a 38.1 mm 

equilateral triangle. The premixed fuel and air enter through a choked perforated plate, and the 

combustor exhausts to an atmospheric pressure environment. A rectangular exit domain is 

recommended. The computational domain should consist of the dimensions shown in Figure 4 and 

https://github.com/IhmeGroup/WassersteinMetricSample
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the boundaries labeled in Figure 5. In previous workshops, the simulation of the exhaust was not 

recommended, but sensitivities to the exit boundary condition have been noted and warrant a more 

realistic treatment of the exit.  To mitigate these sensitivities, the inclusion of the exhaust and, in 

turn, placement of the exit boundary conditions far from the domain of interest are recommended. 

Please note that these recommendations are not intended to discourage the investigation of other 

methods of modeling the exit and associated sensitivity analyses with respect to various 

approaches (see Section 3). The use of grid stretching in the exhaust to reduce computational cost 

and to minimize reflections from the outlet is also suggested. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Computational domain for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame. (a) 

Isometric view and (b) spanwise normal view. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Boundaries for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame.  

(a) Isometric view and (b) spanwise normal view. 
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6.2 Computational Grids 

Grid convergence with a sequence of mesh resolutions should be attempted. In addition to overall 

cell count, the details of grid topology (e.g., the use of clustering and associated growth rates) and 

the overall approach to refinement (e.g., preferentially refining certain regions or directions) 

should be provided in your paper. The intention is to enable interested participants to reproduce 

your grid arrangement. Additionally, more rigorous methods of achieving grid 

convergence/independence, including the use of explicit filtering, are highly encouraged.  

 

Participants are expected to demonstrate grid convergent LES solutions using a set of at least 3 

progressively refined meshes. Grid convergence is defined here as a consistent convergence to the 

same answer (even if it is different from the target experimental data). We understand that that 

there may be fundamental difficulties with ensuring consistent results in the LES context. 

Therefore, unique approaches designed to shed light on these issues and/or demonstrate grid 

convergence for LES are also welcome. An example of such an approach is the use of constant 

LES filter-width (i.e., explicit filtering) for the sequence of meshes.  

 

 

 

6.3 Operating Conditions 

Table 6 summarizes the operating conditions for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame 

validation case. 

 

Table 6. Operating conditions for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame 

validation case.  *The mass flow rates have been adjusted to account for the reduced depth 

of the computational domain. 

Operating Condition Required Case Optional Case 

Premixed Fuel / Oxidizer Propane / Air Propane / Air 

Equivalence Ratio 0.65 0.65 

Pressure 100 kPa 100 kPa 

Inlet Temperature 310 K 600 K 

Mass Flow Rate 0.1746 kg/s *  0.1746 kg/s * 

Bulk Velocity 15.9 m/s 30.7 m/s 

Bulk Mach Number 0.045 0.063 

Bulk Reynolds Number 36,000 23,000 

Unburned / Burned Density Ratio 5.9 3.4 

 

 

 

6.4 Boundary Conditions 

Table 7 summarizes the recommended boundary conditions for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized 

premixed flame validation case.  All exceptions to these boundary treatments should be 

emphasized in your presentation.  
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Table 7. Boundary conditions for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed flame. *The 

mass flow rate has been adjusted to account for the reduced depth of the computational 

domain. 

Boundary Condition Required Case Optional Case 

Inlet Premixed Fuel / Oxidizer Premixed Propane/Air Premixed Propane/Air 

Inlet Equivalence Ratio 0.65 0.65 

Inlet Stagnation Temperature 310 K 600 K 

Inlet Mass Flow Rate 0.1746 kg/s * 0.1746 kg/s * 

Inlet Velocity Profile Uniform Steady Flow Uniform Steady Flow 

Inlet Turbulence Intensity 0 % 0 % 

Flameholder Surface Temperature Adiabatic Adiabatic 

Flameholder Surface Velocity No-Slip No-Slip 

Top & Bottom Combustor Wall Temperature Adiabatic Adiabatic 

Top & Bottom Combustor Wall Velocity No-Slip No-Slip 

Front and Back Patches Periodic Periodic 

Exit Domain Far Field  Total Temperature 300 K 300 K 

Exit Domain Far Field Total Pressure 100 kPa 100 kPa 

Exit Domain Inflow/Outflow Boundaries Characteristic / 

Transmissive BC with 

reverse/back flow 

conditions from far 

field stagnation values 

Characteristic / 

Transmissive BC with 

reverse/back flow 

conditions from far 

field stagnation values 

 

 

6.5 Experimental Data 

Experimental data from the non-reacting and reacting bluff-body experiments conducted at AFRL 

are unavailable at this time due to the experimental campaign schedule.  Time-dependent and time-

averaged distributions, profiles, and flowfield statistics of ux, uy, OH, and CH2O are expected to 

be available by the time of the MVP 3 workshop.  The operating conditions and boundary 

conditions previously described will not be changed.  

 

 

6.6 Required Results 

Participants are required to present detailed flowfield statistics as described in this section. All 

results should be presented for a sequence of meshes with different spatial resolutions in order to 

evaluate grid convergence of the results. A rough estimate of the flow through times (based on 

domain length and cold bulk velocity) used in previous MVP sessions is as follows:  3-5 flow 

through times for the initial transient and an additional 3-5 flow through times for sampling 

statistics. Papers presenting a more precise and reliable method of assessing temporal convergence 

are encouraged. A grid convergence or sensitivity study is required but does not need to be the 

main focus of your work. See Section 3 for MVP 3 focus areas. 

 

 

Nomenclature and Definition of Coordinate System 

Nomenclature is listed in Table 8, and the coordinate system is defined in Figure 6. 
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Table 8. List of nomenclature. 

φ generic scalar (or vector component) value of interest 

〈φ〉 mean (temporal) value 

φ' fluctuation about the mean value 

Ubulk bulk inlet velocity  

D bluff-body dimension (38.1 mm) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Definition of coordinate system for the AFRL bluff-body-stabilized premixed 

flame. The figure depicts the z = 0 plane, which is parallel to and centered between the 

periodic patches of the computational domain. 

 

Values of Interest (φ) 

 Velocity components (ux, uy) 

 Spanwise Vorticity (ωz) 

 Temperature (T) 

 Species mass fraction of OH (if available from the computational results)  

 Species mass fraction of CH2O (if available from the computational results) 

 

Instantaneous and Time-Averaged Distributions 

Plot at least one instantaneous distribution and the time-averaged distribution in the z/D = 0 plane 

of the following:   

 Temperature 

 Vorticity 

 Axial velocity 

 Heat release 

 OH (if available) 

 CH2O (if available) 

 

Experimental Data Comparisons 

Plot the following profiles of the values of interest. 

 Mean – Transverse Profiles:  

o 310 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 310 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 600 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 600 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 
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 Mean – Axial Profile of ux Only: (z/D = 0, y/D = 0, and x/D = 0 to 10) 

 RMS – Transverse Profiles:  

o 310 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 310 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 600 K Case – (ux, uy):  z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

o 600 K Case – (T):       z/D = 0 & x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0 

 

𝜑′
𝑅𝑀𝑆

= √〈(𝜑 − 〈𝜑〉)2〉 

 

 Turbulence Intensity – Axial Profile: (z/D = 0, y/D = 0, & x/D = 0 to 10) 

𝑇𝐼2𝐷 =  
√(𝑢′𝑥,𝑅𝑀𝑆)

2
+  (𝑢′𝑦,𝑅𝑀𝑆)

2

𝑈𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
 

 

Probability Density Functions 

Plot probability density functions of temperature at the following locations on the z/D = 0 plane. 

 Axial Positions (x/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 10.0, 15.0)  

 Transverse Positions (y/D = 0, 0.5) 

Consider using the Wasserstein metric [7] for comparing PDFs. A sample code can be found at 

the following link:  https://github.com/IhmeGroup/WassersteinMetricSample 

 

Unsteady Metrics 

The application of unsteady metrics, such as PSDs, modal decomposition techniques, and others, 

are highly encouraged. Although unsteady experimental data are not available for comparison at 

this time, these techniques could be readily applied to grid convergence assessments or sensitivity 

analyses.  

 

 

7 Modeling Suggestions 
The guidelines are provided to ensure consistency among the simulations and to facilitate code 

and model comparisons for both validation cases. The guidelines are not necessarily the best 

modelling and simulation choices, and the organizing committee does not intend to imply that 

there is consensus regarding these choices. 

 
7.1 Chemical Mechanisms 

Specific chemical mechanisms are recommended to ensure consistency among the simulations and 

to facilitate code and model comparison.  Table 4 summarizes the recommended global, skeletal, 

and detailed chemical mechanisms for propane / air.   

 

Table 4.  Summary of recommended chemical mechanisms for propane / air. 

Mechanism Reactions Species Reference 

Global 2 5 Ghani et al. [3] 

Skeletal 66 24 Zettervall et al. [4] 

Detailed 235 50 UCSD [5] 

 

https://github.com/IhmeGroup/WassersteinMetricSample
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For global chemistry, the mechanism from Ref. [4] is recommended.  The global chemical 

mechanism is described in more detail at the following link (Note: The link below features a 

corrected activation energy due to an error in Ref. [4]):   

https://community.apan.org/wg/afrlcg/mvpws/p/global-mech-propane 

 

For skeletal chemistry, the mechanism from Ref [5] is recommended.  The skeletal chemical 

mechanism can be found at the following link: 

http://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2016.12.007 

 

For detailed chemistry, the UC San Diego mechanism from Ref. [6] is recommended. The detailed 

chemical mechanism, thermophysical properties, and transport properties can be found at the 

following link: 

http://web.eng.ucsd.edu/mae/groups/combustion/mechanism.html 

 

7.2 Turbulence and Turbulent Combustion Models 

The turbulence and turbulent combustion models can be selected at the discretion of the 

participant. The use of standard values for turbulence model constants is recommended in order to 

facilitate comparisons between codes. For instance, if the model requires a turbulent Schmidt 

number, a value of 0.7 is recommended. Based upon the results of MVP 1 and MVP 2, the use of 

a turbulent combustion closure can facilitate grid convergence and is recommended for this 

session.  
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